ABSTRACT

The aim of the article is to reconceptualize the term/phenomenon “strategic thinking”. First of all, it discusses socio-cultural roots and contexts of strategic thinking. Although strategic thinking rests on the neuro-psychical thinking mechanisms of an individual, it is a peculiar process as it is a competence mastered through practical and educational activities (in a specific socio-cultural context), which requires an appropriate conceptual-intellectual training. The article is of the viewpoint-conceptual nature. On the basis of the review and critical analysis of the theoretical interpretations of strategic thinking, the author of this article presents his own system of defining, structuring or enumerating the basic socio-cultural frames. The main result is the conceptualization of strategic thinking culture. Owing to the increasing worldwide significance of strategic thinking – in various areas of human activity – the considerations included in the article may considerably contribute to the progress of the universal theory of strategy. The content can facilitate the development of human perception of reality and their effective performance within the reality.
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In his reflections on thinking, Józef Tischner poetically said that thinking can never cross the boundaries of a certain landscape a person carries under their eyelids. This landscape is shaped by their home, from which their soul arose; and the past, which set forth the images of the heroes (Tischner, 2002, p. 116). Regardless of its subject-focused and psychological nature, thinking is only partly a “property” of a given thinker. It is always an epiphenomenon of one’s experience, influences and contexts in which a person has lived their life. Not only is thinking determined by the cultural nature of society but also by the whole functioning of human psyche (Boski, 2010; Cole & Scribner, 1974; Shore, 1996). This kind of approach has been present in cultural psychology and anthropology.

Since cultures are unique, each of them creates a particular environment in its physical, symbolic or social senses. Those environments carry various and complex systems of values, which create different cognitive patterns and expectations as well as provide diverse models of experience and create numerous possibilities of development or expression.

Strategic thinking fully reflects the above. The human world is becoming increasingly complicated. Simultaneously, the nature is being explored more thoroughly. Those facts, accompanied by the need to present the complexity of interrelations between those worlds, create a natural desire for developing some complex, lateral, multidimensional – and interrelated – reasoning. Strategic thinking has all the above features. It is prospective and proactive reasoning, yet it includes retrospection – the actual foundation of strategic thinking. It guides the strategic concepts in numerous aspects of human activity – from the military one (genealogically, the source of strategic thinking) to a whole range of contemporary human activities. Thus strategic thinking will be determining to a greater extent the condition of societies, their development possibilities and – ultimately – their survival.

The aim of this article is to review and elaborate on the concept of strategic thinking by presenting its socio-cultural roots and contexts. Based on the review and critical analysis of theoretical interpretations of strategic thinking, the author demonstrates his own approach to defining, structuring and enumerating the socio-cultural frames fundamental for strategic thinking. Much as this concept is manifested and applied in human lives, it is the literature – particularly that on psychology and management, – where it enjoys most interest, and where increasing representation and involvement with subject-matter are easily noticeable (Fuertes et al., 2020; Steptoe-Warren et al., 2011).
1. What is strategic thinking?

Strategic thinking is a complex and multi-faceted issue as it is usually understood and structured in numerous ways. This type of reasoning is – by nature – not natural, spontaneous, and inborn; however, it still demands certain psycho-intellectual predilection. Strategic thinking is a peculiar competence only gained through practice – either action or education – and requires a proper conceptual and intellectual training. Therefore, on the one hand, strategic thinking is an outcome of human experience and anticipation abilities, and on the other, it engages all the basic techniques or current reasoning processes, e.g. analysis, synthesis, induction, deduction, generalization, abstraction, comparison, classification and/or conclusion.

In the practical sense, despite its long history, strategic thinking is a rather new scientific/theoretical term as it dates back to the 1980s. Thus in the subject literature it is not always accurately or explicitly interpreted, and the prevailing approaches are formal, procedural, or even bureaucratic ones. Although the concept itself is commonly present in various studies, the content directly referring to the essence of the matter is generally selective, rudimentary or contributory, and all too often synonymous with the strategy theory.

An inspiration to conceptualize and theorize strategic thinking as a separate notion was the liberation of the concept of “strategy” from the corset of the military (Jarmoszko, 2015a), and particularly the development of strategic management theory. On this basis, it was attempted to classify certain variations (techniques) of reasoning processes that lead to generating effectively proper strategies (mainly related to the functioning and development of a business) as well as their equally effective implementations.

In numerous analyses the essence of strategic thinking is associated with specific strategies as products of human creation and an already autonomous subject at the same time. From such a perspective, strategic thinking is nothing more than reasoning related to the main aspects, or stages, of such a strategy. It applies not only to its conceptualization but also planning, programming and even implementation1. Strategic thinking theories are reconstructed through

---

1 Allaire and Firsiootu’s book L’Enterprise Strategique: Penser la Strategie is a symptomatic example. Only vestigial knowledge on strategic thinking can be found there. It is a pity as the book refers to numerous aspects of strategy as such. See: Gevetti & Rivkin 2005; Góralczyk, 1999; Ohmae, 1982.
the already acknowledged strategies and that is why it has the post factum nature. Still, such a simplistic approach does not exhaust all the available theoretical-methodological references to strategic thinking.

Yet another theoretical aspect of strategic thinking should be discussed, i.e. the line of thought that meets strategic requirements, but is not connected to the proceeding of a defined strategy, not to mention an a priori accepted one. The technique of strategic thinking needs to be distinguished from the thinking accompanying strategy – on various levels of its existence (for which strategy is a peculiar foundation). Thus it seems vital to analyze the phenomenon itself, i.e. strategic thinking as a psychical and psychological process. Analysts claim strategic thinking does not represent the conventional, spontaneous reasoning. The latter is a natural, cognitive-operational, intellectual practice focused on data processing. Accordingly, it becomes the foundation for the more complex, conceptual procedures oriented on defining and solving strategic challenges (de Wit & Meyer, 2010). Therefore it is a highly effective intellectual activity. In Penc’s view, strategic thinking is:

- an inter-disciplinary approach to the strategic processes, i.e. those containing a large number of unknown or uncertain factors. It creates multi-version, intellectual concepts describing the future situations and expected development of the course of the matters. In consequence, it is a directed, imaginary practice supported with the appropriate, future-concerning data. Such a procedure enables a creation of a variety of visions or scenarios bound to happen as a consequence of the changes happening in the environment and surroundings. The scenarios, subsequently, seem to present relatively reliable conditions in which the enterprise is going to operate. The future circumstances, however, are always uncertain and unpredictable. And so, they bring about both threats and possibilities (1999, pp. 63–64).

The above descriptive definition appears to be one of the most exhaustive in the analyzed sources.

The prospective orientation seems an obvious and thus universal quality. It is, nonetheless, expressed in different ways. Strategic thinking facilitates shaping organizational activities on the basis of the vision of the desired future. Thus it is a blend of anticipation – predicting events, expecting and preventing facts, acting in a pre-emptive manner – and resources analysis – their availability to achieve the planned, important objectives. In this context, anticipation of the future purposes merges with conceptualization of the activities necessary to accomplishing the aforesaid outcomes as well as to create new values. However, there also appear some present-oriented definitions. American researchers
claim: “We treat strategic thinking as a system of ideas, concepts, rules, policies, regulations and operational attitudes shaping the decision-makers’ mind set in regard to their roles and ruling their everyday actions” (Masifern & Vila, 1998, p. 20).

Avoiding explicit definition, strategic thinking analysts try to both characterize the phenomenon (indicating its essential properties) and concretize its structure. According to Hamel and Prahalad’s concept, strategic thinking comprises three basic and interrelated structural components: 1) insight about the present – an inquisitive perception in the complexity and multi-faceted nature of the present, its penetration, discovery of the factors previously hidden or unclear. It is also an attempt at connecting the intuitive sense of events in the world with their intellectual comprehension; 2) foresight about the future – an identification of the possible scenarios of the situation development – intentions and future potentialities in predictable conditions – through the application of various configurations of the available knowledge areas; 3) visual thinking – a comprehensive insight into the present and predicted future scenarios integrating the imagining techniques and visualization. In order to understand the complexity of the issues under consideration and aptly project the future conditions, it also combines intuition with human analytical capabilities (Hamel & Prahalad, 1996).

Liedtka puts forward yet another intriguing concept of strategic thinking. She perceives the phenomenon as the totality of strategy considerations – in her view, such is the most frequent perception of the so-far theory. She acknowledges the increasing significance of strategic thinking in business and administration. Liedtka states the strategic thinking’s peculiarity rests on five foundations:

- **systems perspective** is a comprehensive perception of the internal and external strategic components (ecosystem) in their apt structuring and hierarchy. Concurrently, the systems’ perspective is the ability to read and understand the results of strategic activities, the roles and required competence in such events;

- **intent focused** is the proper orientation on the intention to act, the focus on psychological energy and thorough delegation of the staff within an organization to use their energy to the full. The energy is understood not only in the executive but also creative sense. The intent focused foundation is also about concentrating attention on the tasks to carry out and maintaining such a condition for the longest possible time to accomplish the planned objectives;

- **thinking in time** is a combination of the ability to concurrent storing in mind the sense of the past, present and future with the skill of connecting
the three properly to make better decisions and apply them into practice swiftly and appropriately. It is the present usage of memory within its historical context to create the desired future resting on properly constructed prognoses;

- intelligent opportunism is the readiness to use favourable opportunities and modification of the strategic plans accordingly to the changing circumstances. It is also the ability to adapt to the updated, reliable projections to increase the effectiveness while accomplishing the expected outcomes;

- hypothesis driven is averting the confrontation of analysis and intuition, on the contrary, blending them. The directed hypothesis rests on the involvement of both creative and critical thinking in the strategy creation. It is to ensure the application of scientific methods to strategic thinking (Liedtka, 1998).

All the above pillars/components are systemically connected and penetrate all the stages of strategy construction and – subsequently – the whole process of its implementation. The careful and thorough consideration of the afore-presented pillars provides strategists with a broad area for their intellectual activity. It leads to a proper conceptualization/restructuring of their companies’ functioning. Accordingly, the enterprise acquires an immensely powerful source of competitive benefits. It becomes capable of reconstructing its operations, which stimulate efficacy of its activities. It is possible, owing to the creation of new values, to gain the competitive advantage and other virtues, e.g. increased adaptability and flexibility to the forthcoming changes.

According to Krawiec, strategic thinking involves three phases: perception/awareness: (creating a comprehensive image of the present); reasoning (predicting future, defining advantageous strategic activities, adapting strategic capabilities to abilities and possibilities); and conclusion (choice of strategy). This way to develop a strategy is rational since strategic thinking should be free, natural and flexible as well as focused on dealing with complex issues and situations. Such reasoning supports mental discipline in facing the broad range of driving forces. Hence, it requires the ability to formulate challenging questions in an effective manner. Strategic thinking is superior to planning and strategic activity. Krawiec also claims that strategic thinking should start from gathering appropriate data and building necessary knowledge, which should be crowned by implementation of new, innovative values (2003, p. 215).
Strategic thinking is also discussed from the perspective of game theory. The authors of a handbook based on such an approach indicate that strategic thinking is based on an attempt to outsmart rivals when realizing that they try to do the same. This process has several uncomplicated rules, currently being the subject of a new branch of science-investigating strategy. Dixit and Nalebuff claim that strategic thinking begins when a subject – aware of their skills – considers how to use them when facing the necessity to act towards the desired outcomes. Sometimes, however, it means that the knowledge when not to take a challenge and not to involve in the game is as well acquired – through strategic thinking (Dixit & Nalebuff, 1993).

According to the above authors, without strategic thinking, facing rivalry appears impossible, no matter if it is related to social spheres such as sports/games, politics, business, fighting, etc. Hence, apart from the conceptualization of one’s own activities, the reflection on how to see through and debunk the rival’s strategy emerges as an equally vital sphere of strategic reasoning. Strategic thinking is not a mere competition; it is just one of the possible areas of its application. Most of all, strategic thinking refers to the broadly understood creative processes (Adobor, 2020).

Thinking strategically, one creates the desired, anticipated and complex – although realistic – future states and also formulates optimal directives to accomplish those anticipated settings. Hence, overall, strategic thinking is a creative approach towards the current parameters of reality to create a desired vision – projection of future states – and its materialization. Strategic thinking means effective planning and achieving long-term goals which are difficult to reach, yet meaningful to the strategic thinker. The essence of the matter rests on nine properties/differentiators:

- holism: consideration of – potentially all – factors and determinants in their correlations;
- structurality, networking and systemic correlations: appropriate structuring of the factors and determinants, spatial location, correlation and reconstruction of the relations network;
- hierarchy: adequate evaluation of ordering by importance;
- prioritizing: emphasizing and considering the vital factors first;
- reliability: compliance with the reality, subject matter adequacy and analytical meticulousness;

---

2 More on the application of strategy in game theory see Jarmoszko, 2015a, pp. 125–131.
• acuity, inference\(^3\): the ability to perceive – commonly unnoticed – connections, structures, correlations, etc. Remaining beyond the perception threshold, they are hidden under the layer of commonness. It is a capability of inquiring beyond and under the surface of events to comprehend their external relations and internal specifics or dynamics;

• anticipation: future orientation, pre-emptive reception and creation a number of steps ahead. It is the ability to sense and interpret processes and/or trends before they clarify, bringing about far-sightedness of the accepted solutions as a consequence;

• offensive approach: reflection of the aspirations for further development, achievements, will of progress, desire and true strife for success and victory;

• creativity: original drafting of the novel visions and desired states alongside with creating the circumstances necessary for their effective realization (Jarmoszko, 2016, pp. 98–101).

Noticeably, the above-listed founding properties of strategic thinking do not conclude the issue of the process complexity whatsoever. Strategic thinking is a conceptualization of achieving the key matters. It also refers to the best use of the available resources (especially if scarce) if there are limitations and – quite commonly – in intentionally difficult and problematic environments. Additionally, strategic thinking is always prospective in its nature; it concerns the development of the situation and the future conditions. It has three basic dimensions – range, hierarchy levels and time perspective. The range – horizontal aspect – may be associated with the multitude of the analyzed elements. The hierarchy levels refer to the importance or status of the strategic thinker. An individual takes a completely different perspective for their self-development from an international organization as for instance the European Union or NATO. The time perspective, by definition, concerns the time that the strategic thinker is able to anticipate.

Strategic thinking can also be evaluated in three aspects: subject matter (what we think about?); technological (how we think?); and parametric (what characteristics strategic thinking is accompanied by?). The subject matter aspect is applied to the reasoning material – notions, data, arguments, theory, attitudes, approaches,
aspects, etc. The sense of constructed strategy is located here. The technological aspect refers to the operations and rules determining and regulating the thinking itself. It includes all the psychical and psycho-social instrumentation managing the development. The parametric aspect is connected with the character of the thinking and the specifics of its functioning. Therefore, there appear parameters such as time (slow, long-term, calm or relatively quick or even reactive thinking); intensity (psychical energy used within a certain time); the number of thinkers (individual or collective speculation); social life sphere (military, political, business, sport, etc.) and the range of formality (resulting in a strategy being formulated as a document or not).

The above dimensions and aspects need to be treated as strategic thinking morphology. It is largely an application of specific types of thinking as such. In order to illustrate it clearly, mind-mapping – a peculiar structuring and visualizing of the thinking – will be used. Mind mapping, also referred to as radiant thinking, is a splendid graphic technique which develops the intellectual potential and rests on the realities of multi-directional thinking (Buzan & Buzan, 2003). Mind maps serve as tools to organize thinking. Strategic thinking, owing to its complex nature, has a patchwork character. It is a collage of techniques and technologies based on the common basis. Consequently, its map takes on a complex look (see Figure 1).

Due to the limitations resulting from the admitted format of the article it is impossible to broadly discuss the particular components⁴. The so-far considerations lead to the conclusion that strategic thinking has its necessary dialectics that allows for the change of modes and styles of thinking (by combining or connecting them), depending on the subject matter circumstances and the specific needs stemming from the assumed objectives and existing situations. Strategic thinking is a universal phenomenon manifested in numerous aspects of human activities; their character determines the intensity of the above dialectics as well as the number of the activated thinking modes.

In the space-time perspective, strategic thinking rests on two basic reasoning categories: structural and sequential. Structural thinking refers to the static phase(s) of intellectual activity and is associated with the need to sort out effectively the resources-factors on which the activity is based. Sequential thinking is of a dynamic character. It focuses on proper activation of the available resources to carry out the planned actions – which makes comprehensive ideas operative. Both categories are indispensable in formulating and realizing a strategy.

⁴ For more characteristics see Jarmoszko, 2016, pp. 101–121.
2. Strategic thinking: socio-cultural conditions

Strategic thinking can be performed individually and/or collectively. The collective mode by definition complicates and requires additional explanations. The prominence and complexity of certain strategic matters entail consolidation of the reasoning of those who make up specific strategic assemblies. When it comes to their research outcome and creative productivity, those assemblies commonly take a form of small, interdisciplinary, creative teams of synergic nature. It means that the complementary and supporting knowledge and conceptual repertoire of such an experts’ team appear far greater and more valuable than the mere sum of ideas produced individually. The effect is “super-additive”, denoting that the new combinations – valuable ideas – are more abundant than could be expected if simply summed up. Consequently, brand-new ideas and solutions – previously not even thought of – emerge. That amazing synergy of concepts develops mainly from the clash of the diversified viewpoints and their confrontation alongside with their constant variations into new configurations within the group (Bieniok et al., 2013).
The collective strategic thinking is interrelated with the course and subject of thinking shared with the partners. Yet it is by no means herd thinking; it is co-generative, dialogue-type reasoning, frequently critical and commonly of complementary nature. The team strategic thinking should be strictly individualized in its character. Reasoning in the same manner as the majority means following the routine and well-known patterns. Nevertheless, collective strategic thinking does not have to be simultaneous. On the contrary, in most cases it is delayed and occurs in various intervals and phases. Out of necessity, it is consequent in form; a person develops in a creative, original form the previously generated concepts of the others.

The human psyche eco-cultural conditions and cultural variety bring about numerous perceptions of the world, reasons for analyzing events, and systemization of knowledge or reasoning types. Human bio-cultural background – sex, race, religion, education, profession, location, etc. – works as a filter determining one’s perception of the world (Brocas & Carrillo, 2018). Mental independence or interdependence of people seem a crucially important differentiating issue. Individual and collective dichotomy – manifested through specific thinking – can emerge in four, correlated, bipolar dimensions:

1. drive towards individual versus collective activity;
2. desire for uniqueness versus harmonious merging into the group;
3. preference for egalitarianism and achieved position/rank versus the acceptance of hierarchic system and appointed position;
4. conviction of the universality of the principles of proper behaviour versus particular approach preference, including considering the situation and nature of the relation (Nakamura, 1981; Nisbett, 2004).

A real person always learns the world – and thinks about it – as a distinguishable community member, although they may not be aware of this. Cognition is founded on a selection of true aspects, i.e. those corresponding to the properties of one’s thinking. It is not because one’s reasoning exerts an imminent influence on things. It is rather that one’s thinking is – in itself – the subject. As it comes from this world, it is of the same nature as the world (Levi-Strauss, 1960, p. 54).

The structures of the surrounding things and people’s minds are of the same order and they belong to the same reality. One does not see the world exclusively through their inborn biological lens, passed on to them as their inherited genetic code. The other types of subjective conditioning of the human knowledge are the socio-cultural lens, historically shaped in a given social group cognitive categories, linguistic concepts, systems, cultural meanings and values passed on to the new members within the group (Ziółkowski, 1989, p. 54).
Not only is strategic thinking a psychological process, but also – or perhaps primarily – a social and cultural one. It is located within the (significantly broader) phenomenon of the socio-cultural determination of the human predilection (Cole & Scribner, 1974; Collier, 1994; Donald, 1991; Zvyagina, 2015). The truth cannot be reached individually. Assuming reasoning became a tightly isolated system, it would die since it would cut itself off from the vital sources of information – indispensable for the system functioning (Heller, 2015). Thinking, in the psychological understanding, cannot achieve its strategic level and state without the peculiar socio-cultural context. “Strategic thinking neither appears nor continues in the vacuum. It rests on cultural, institutional and organizational foundations” (Kuźniar, 1994, p. 183). In the micro-scale, strategic thinking is determined by the cultural thinking patterns – commonly resulting from the organizational cultures of the communities and social structures as well as the web of social relations that one shares. Every individual develops their own thinking pattern, based on their socio-cultural experience.

Resorting to an IT metaphor, it may be stated that in the course of life a peculiar mind printing/programming takes place, which constitutes a matrix of the possible and most probable human behaviour, including that concerning reasoning. Referring to Geertz’s theory of culture, it can be concluded that culture is some peculiar “software”, owing to which the “hardware (machinery)” of a given community is able to function. The “software” provides the context, specific realities within which the concrete events, behaviour, procedures or institutions take on their full, appropriate meanings (Geertz, 1973). That translates into the mechanisms of thinking.

The culture in which one is brought up determines the collective mind programming which marks people in a peculiar way, thus, making them susceptible to – typical for the given cultural environment – rational mechanisms. The social differentiation results in people being equipped with numerous and various layers of the above-mentioned programming, which include civilizational cultural circle; national culture; regional group culture; class culture; corporate culture; culture referring to the biological characteristics, e.g. generational or sexual ones (Hofstede et al., 2010, p. 18).

The broadly understood world of science generally acknowledges the socio-cultural creation of the human psyche and thinking. While making culture, people no longer live in a merely physical world. They live in the world of symbols and they are incapable of taking a direct stance on the reality any more. People are so much wrapped in the language forms, artistic images, mythical symbols
or religious rituals that they are able to notice or experience nothing otherwise than via the agency of that artificial impulse (Cassirer, 1971, p. 69).

The society and its culture create people’s specific foundation of the psychical sphere of life. The intersubjective community of beliefs and values is not constant: it is permanently acknowledged and created from the beginning through actual activities happening among individuals, particularly in the acts of communication. Consequently, the subjective knowledge is created. It comprises socially generated, transmitted and acknowledged, more or less systemized, collections of convictions, cognitive categories and values shared by members of a given society/group. Those beliefs, categories and values are commonly realized, or – at least – assumed (Ziółkowski, 1989, pp. 49–51). This is accompanied by the social distribution of knowledge, which becomes one of the vital factors of the social stratification. That, in turn, does influence the possibilities of strategic thinking of the particular social circles (Brázová & Wiśniewski, 2017; Ciovacco, 2019).

The cultural understanding of time is yet another noteworthy factor determining strategic thinking. People are influenced by varied categories, or social patterns, of time, e.g. the objective, biological, psychological, socio-cultural or even historical-cultural time. The cultural pattern of time regulates social trends in the organization of activities on the individual, interpersonal and socio-organizational levels. In the human activity, two kinds of time can be determined: mono- and polychronic.

In the monochronic pattern, the time is perceived as an imminently and unstoppably passing resource; hence, either wasted or saved. That implies the necessity to meticulously plan and wisely manage resources. It also appeals for the adequate reactions to the current events. The monochronic pattern of time means a strong future orientation. The polychronic pattern of time implies the synchronic manner of operation – simultaneous involvement in various activities – and the tendency to ignore the fixed plans and schedules/timetables. Such an attitude to time does not favor its consistent structuring. Nevertheless, it brings a broader context of events reception and stronger drive to realize numerous, concurrent, overriding purposes. The polychronic pattern attributes a greater meaning to the past and present; hence it is faintly future-oriented (Bajcar, 2003, pp. 82–95).

Effective strategic thinking in the macro scale continues in the strategic culture environment (Johnston, 1995; Owens, 2007). Synthesizing the whole spectrum of views and theoretical approaches, it needs to be stated that strategic culture is the totality of the historically conditioned, dominating in a given society, behavioral patterns and attitudes towards the role of the strength/power.
It chiefly applies to the military but also political, economic or cultural might. And it needs to be considered within a state, alternatively, in an autonomous, multinational or over-state subject. It concerns the intentions, or concepts, of the might, strength or power application as a tool of the implemented policy – the intentions and preferences (Jarmoszko, 2015b).

Analysts point out the strategic culture concept was a reaction to the necessity to consider factors shaping foreign policy, economic relations and national security in the long run. The factors, curiously enough, are mainly of socially subjective nature. It is an emanation but also a component of a state and political culture. The strategic culture is often assumed to be an independent variable interpreting certain state activities in the international economic relations. Such knowledge becomes a strategic asset of the subject, e.g. a state.

The direct impact of strategic culture on the efficacy of thinking – consequently, the influence of culture on decisions and actions – is largely unmeasurable (most certainly, not in the commonly understood categories). Although the effect can be deferred, strategic culture constitutes an important factor shaping the behaviour of important subjects. Much as the culture creates trends and exercises considerable influence, it still does not establish the ultimately decisive factor as far as the subject’s behavior is considered since the subject’s conduct is a result of a whole range of influences and numerous features may prevail (Kuźniar, 2005). However, strategic culture can prove its diagnostic suitability in the evaluation of the situations in which the subjects behave in an apparently irrational manner.

The subjective dimension, e.g. convictions, feelings, fears, ambitions or mere preferences, provides a particularly vital material for every strategic culture, which directly translates into the ways of strategic thinking. Taking into account all the strategic culture’s colours and shades in the analysis of the prominent subjects’ behavior makes it possible to appreciate psychologically and/or psychosocially unpredictable factors. Such a conclusion also protects against traps resulting from the assumption that there is only one, universal mode of rational decision making. Specifically, the awareness of strategic culture helps to explain to an observer the apparently illogical thinking manifestations and bizarre systems or competitive activities. Hence, not only does the awareness of such a culture simplify diagnoses of the above phenomena, but also provides the analyses of cultural communication. It significantly reduces the ethnocentric influence on the strategy theory and practice, which facilitates mutual understanding.

As a kind of superstructure, strategic culture provides the strategy animators with ideas, norms and models – general doctrine-systematic frames on
Strategic culture is identified with strategic thinking and commonly used interchangeably with the term “strategic thinking culture”. Nevertheless, the terms are by no means identical. Strategic culture is applied in the area of political, economic and cultural analyses – the spheres of international relations or corporate culture. Strategic thinking, however, belongs to the domain of psychological reflection, mainly of organizational provenance. The term “strategic thinking” is the aftermath of applying strategy in numerous fields of human activity other than military. Much as strategic thinking is a constituent of strategic culture, there are many other areas of human activity – in a strictly individualized dimension – requiring such reasoning.

In general, strategic thinking culture (also “culture that encourages strategic thinking” – see Goldman & Casey, 2020) means a characteristic and normative – for certain communities – course of conceptualization of important activities.
These processes are introduced accordingly to thinking methods typical for a given culture and are regulated by the rules established in response to historic social events. Such understood mental culture determines the course of important events and directs the development of given structures and communities. Moreover, it is superior to the decision-making processes, strategy forming as well as introduction of strategic activities.

The foundations of thinking culture always rest upon certain philosophical assumptions. The clash of values and mentalities between the East and the West appears the most noticeable differentiation of such assumptions. What is believed to be the most representative and fundamental for cultural structures are two different philosophical systems – the Confucian (the East) and Socratic models (the West). This results in the diversity of social structures. Also, the concept of the perception of “I” is convergent with the systems of convictions and cognitive processes corresponding with the two above models and, generally, with the ways of thinking.

The collectivist character of Asian societies, based on interrelation, is uniform with the – typical for the Easterners – broad, contextualized perception of the world and the conviction of the complexity of events which depends on the coexistence of numerous factors. The Asians tend to think more holistically and dialectically. Within such a system, an individual perceives and defines oneself primarily from the perspective of social dependencies, relations and identifications. Hence, in collectivist cultures the collective “I” favors the subordination of one’s own behavior to regulations, roles, norms and customs.

However, the individualistic character of Western societies, founded on independence, is convergent with the focus on single subjects, which is typical for those societies. The Westerners are also convinced that familiarizing oneself with the principles ruling the subjects makes it possible to take control over the latter. In the individualistic Western cultures, an independent “I” prevails when one distinguishes oneself from the others. Moreover, this private “I” is related to behavior that corresponds with one’s own convictions and feelings. The Westerners highly value general rules. They follow the principles of deeply rooted, classical Western logic, which does not accept logical contradictions.

The research, such as the long-standing American Culture and Cognition project, proves that there are huge differences between the reasoning adopted by the Asians and that of the Europeans with their American and Australian cultural inheritors. The differences are present in their thinking systems, outlooks and cognitive processes. They are related to attention, perception, conclusion (particularly to causality), knowledge systemization and the process of reasoning.
itself. These differences are the imminent result of diverse tools adopted when
learning about the world since people use such cognitive instruments which for
them make sense in the context of their understanding of the world and the cul-
ture in which they live (Nisbett, 2004).

When discussing the essence of thinking, Dewey referred to two basic el-
ements, which complement each other – the psychological and logical (mind
discipline) aspects (1988, pp. 84–97). The aforementioned research indicates that
Westerners – when thinking about everyday events – tend to apply the principles
of formal logic. Conversely, the Easterners are more open to accept contradic-
tory statements and accept them as natural. Hence, thinking culture is based on
the natural conflict between the universality of human thinking and the pres-
ence of diverse systems of the same mental activity.

The research proves that most advanced reasoning, strategic thinking in-
cluded, happens owing to the so-called post-formal operations. They are reason-
ing schemes of more complex nature than the rules of logic. They are also more
strictly connected with specific content of the line of thought. In the context of
Piaget’s term “formal operations”, characteristic of children development (1992),
those thinking schemes were called “post-formal” as they develop once the for-
mal operations have been shaped. Also, they develop in the course of the whole
life. The following examples of post-formal operations are the foundations of
thinking culture:

- ability to perceive events and situations as temporary in the process of
  a change;
- acceptance of a quality change resulting from quantity changes;
- taking a stand conforming to the situational relativism;
- acceptance of the concept of shift from the thesis to anti-thesis and syn-
  thesis;
- appreciation of the importance of approaching a problem from various
  angles;
- comprehension of the concepts of bilateral relations mutuality;
- noticing the traps of formalism in the light of form-content dependence;
- understanding the idea of self-evolving systems;
- capability of thinking about systems with regard to their balance
  (Basseches, 1984).

The culture of strategic thinking is directly related to strategic competences,
which are primarily expected from state elites, higher rank management and
numerous subjects contributing to the social sphere. These competences include
e.g. the courage to think; thorough subject knowledge in a given field (comprising
important strategic knowledge); respect for time, place and own resources; strategic imagination; creative predispositions and conceptualization. Strategic competences which are related to the subject and leadership capabilities are of particular importance in human management.

In the above context, awareness of the need to adopt or seek the so-called strategic leadership becomes an element of strategic thinking culture (Kozłowski, 2015; Wróblewski, 2013). All too frequently, the need for new leadership is postulated in a given structure/organization. The current situation in the European Union is a perfect example in this respect. On the other hand, at any level a strategic leader must demonstrate/prove their strategic thinking competence. There is an old adage: “Anybody can steer the ship; but it takes a leader to set the course”. This is a challenge as setting the course requires adapting a certain navigation strategy. LeRoy Eims, in Be the Leader You Were Meant To Be, writes: “Leaders see more than others, further than others and earlier than others”. This is the basis of strategic thinking culture in the field of human management.

A manager’s strategic thinking should include the following competences:

- spotting new problems and presenting them in a way that would lead to solutions;
- laying out the course of action and progress;
- developing novel ways to solve problems;
- setting goals and planning long-term activities;
- developing a strategy of achieving goals;
- choosing strategies that are adequate to the situation;
- controlling and evaluating (or changing) efficacy of the strategy.

Such a multi-dimensional attitude refers to the general, psychological self-regulation mechanism of purposeful behavior and concerns the meta-cognitive competence model, expressed in the ability to distance oneself from situations, thinking in various time perspectives and – principally – in the capability of using the knowledge and competence at the right time and in proper situation (Bajcar, 2014, p. 267).

Strategic thinking culture is based on strategic intelligence. It appears within the trend of theoretical intelligence dispersion, i.e. beyond the universal, classical or general intelligence, like it used to be until quite recently. This type of intelligence involves naturalistic, musical, logical mathematical, existential, interpersonal, bodily-kinesthetic and linguistic categories (Gardner, 1993). Resting on the anticipatory, analytical, conceptual, creative and practical abilities, strategic thinking generally leads to the multifaceted disposition favoring strategic
thinking abilities (Pherson & Pherson, 2013; Sternberg, 1997). Strategic intelligence comprises the ability to anticipate and to connect many disciplines of knowledge, which results in correct syntheses that enable effective and creative conclusions and decision making.

Strategic intelligence is manifested through a skilful juggling with the styles of reasoning. Although the style of thinking is a relatively constant, unique and individual human feature, still it is strongly determined by a given context. A thinking person needs to remain flexible towards a situation. Strategic thinking efficacy in various situations requires an adequate choice or modification of the reasoning style that would lead to appropriate action in given conditions. However, in general, even the manifestation of a thinking style is a considerable symptom of thinking culture.

Time management seems to be a vital element of strategic thinking culture. The sum of psychological experience proves that the mind has a peculiar time mechanism responsible for ordering human emotions, reasoning and behavior. Humans have developed the highest level of the temporal organization of nature – nootemporality – comprising all the characteristics of the less advanced levels, such as biotemporality. Nootemporality is manifested through time awareness and its certain meaning, ascribed during one’s life, in which there appears a variety, time continuum as well as the awareness of past and future present, which shapes the “mental present”. Owing to the considerable range of content and changeability, the borders of the specified time intervals are quite vague and the so-called arrow of time appears, i.e. the order of events in time (Fraser, 1989; Fraser & Soulsby, 1996).

Without a proper temporal coordination, any extensive and multifaceted activity is impossible. There are two patterns which must be properly used in strategic thinking. Forming a strategy should be based on the monochronic pattern, while its application should be managed through the polychronic one. Both of these patterns should interweave and complement each other as it makes time and action synchronization possible. Any lacks in that respect cause failures, accordingly to the saying: “Time waits for no man”.

The above constatation connects strategic thinking culture with strategic imagination, without which thinking is hard to imagine. In this context, imagination is not about the multitude of creative ideas but about predictability of the reality and adequacy of the accepted solutions. Directly, strategic thinking culture involves innovativeness culture, the culture of creative shaping of the surrounding world (Nussbaum, 2013).
In general, a specific strategic thought is a product of strategic thinking. The thought regards the general intention of how – in the given, internal and external, conditions – to accomplish the anticipated aims with the appropriate use of the means and efforts, considering the available resources and conditions. Strategic thought is a sum of information, knowledge and wisdom in the creative sense. The nature of strategic thought is always a manifestation of strategic culture and strategic thinking culture. Simultaneously, it is a point of reference when it comes to the strategic thoughts evaluation. According to the saying: “you are what your thoughts are” the above relation appears much deeper.

The modern sophistication and complexity of human communities (as well as the problems they generate) make strategic thinking the leading one among the competitive abilities. Consequently, it determines the survival possibilities (Jarmoszko, 2014). Strategic thinking ensures better control over the variety, variability and uncertainty of the world. Such thinking frequently emerges as a tool to manage different situations, especially difficult, crisis or extreme ones. Strategic thinking seems ideal for the effective “preparation” for the forthcoming, inscrutable future. Therefore, reasoning becomes the subject of reflection and thorough research. Conceptualizing the things and events to come, strategic thinking focuses on how to effectively shape the future, in a large part accordingly to the socio-cultural indicators; however, above all, accordingly to the subjects’ expectations and their possibilities. Not only will the shortcomings of strategic thinking result in disappointment, but also in wasted assets or ultimately in the loss of the possibility to further exist and progress.
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